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Abstract. To assist users in news browsing, we built up a dynamic network visualization tool composed of
visualized concept maps, trends of keywords, and interactive browsing paths, and related news contents.
Users can drag and click on terms to expand related ones, traverse or alter the browsing path, and explore the
concept network from different points of view. Three layout methods of visualizing concept maps were
implemented to list and cluster concepts for different purposes. A simple user study was conducted to
evaluate the usefulness and usability of our tool. The results of the user study showed both positive and
negative opinions from our participants. They agreed that network-based visualizer provides related terms
for the next browsing, and the interactive browsing path can help them control the set of related news.
However, some of the participants indicated that the visualized features were too complex and even
confusing for use.
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1. Introduction
The amount of information grows rapidly with the development of Internet, and online news is no
exception. Daily news readers are now suffering the “data smog,” as described by David Shenk in 1997 [1].
Internet provides News agencies a publishing environment that is rapid, low-cost, 24hour, peer-produced,
and easy-to-exchange. However, Internet also causes some information redundancy and reliability problems
to daily readers. Readers can access the online news sites quickly, but they now spend more time reading
what they want or all the news.
News reading behaviors can be casual, which is similar to the berry-picking process according to Bates
[2]. Users often read news for casual “encountering” of interested events, not for “finding” or “seeking”
something purposeful. However, current online news is presented in the form of separate pages containing
several long lists of news titles and links, most of which are not centralized and well-organized as in the
paper-based newspapers for an overview. The fact that readers must search and move in/out the hierarchy of
links made it more difficult for them to encounter interested news. Besides, there are thousands of online
news from either news agencies who provide both paper-based and online versions or news portals that aim
to gather news together. In this case, the problem of data redundancy is not only existent but also worse due
to the relative easiness to reproduce online news by “forwarding” and “copying.”
The previous studies have developed auto-summarization and auto-clustering tools for users to retrieve
or reorganize news efficiently. For example, Chen, et al. [3] proposed an ontology model to solve the
problem of news redundancy. On the other hand, due to the increasing computing power of current personal
computers (PCs), more and more services begin to provide information visualization interface to navigate
users’ browsing process. There have been several visualization tools for news browsing or monitoring [4].
For instance, Google Wonder Wheel, a navigating tool with a star layout, provides 5 or 6 related terms for
users’ browsing of the next retrieval. In terms of monitoring, Blog Keyword Visualizer and Google Insight
Search are examples of dynamic visualization tools which focus on displaying associations among blog
keywords and trends of related news respectively. Furthermore, the function of [5]’s dynamic social network
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was not centered on the news content, reading, and news trend, but designed for discovering humans’
relations when their names appear in the same news articles.
In recent years, network-based visualization which represents information by network graphs has been
applied to users’ daily internet surfing for searching, browsing, and organizing information [6]. In the
network graphs, nodes are used to represent concepts or information, while links stand for associations (i.e.,
co-occurrence) between each pair of concepts. Most of the network visualization tools put their emphasis on
how to better externalize the structure of information organization. The methods of these tools include
clustering related news or listing related keywords such as a tag list or tag cloud in most of the social
bookmark services. Our goal of the study, on the contrary, is to provide an adjustable interface, which is
composed of multiple visualization layouts and several navigation controllers, to assist users’ news search.
Our tool provides users 1) multi-faceted network visualization, 2) recording or controlling of the browsing
process, 3) related-term filtering, and 4) clues for the next step browsing.

2. Literature Reviews
2.1. Searching, classification and clustering
Users must form a suitable query when using search engines for their own purposes, so the process of
information-seeking via keyword searching becomes very different from that of casual news reading or
browsing which is relatively unintended. The study result of Delphi Group [7] indicated that for most users,
search engine is an efficient way of retrieving network information, but more than half of them complained
that the search results are too large and ill-organized for efficient retrieval. Moreover, many users spent more
time browsing retrieval results rather than focusing on keyword retrieval.
The problem of reading massive search results can be solved by clustering or classification of news, both
of which can provide users a map of framework to scaffold their news reading experiences. A useful
classification scheme has at least two basic functions. First, with the help of clear hierarchy and connected
concepts, users can easily observe the association among information, which serves as “external cognitive
scaffolding [8],” and even form more new ideas [9]. The second function of classification is serendipitous
guidance [10], which can help users discover relevant ideas that did not occur to them before. While
classification defines sophisticated terms and meaningful relations among terms, clustering emphasizes more
on less significant or invisible relationships such as “co-occurrence” or similarity of individual terms. A
typical clustering process is to combine different sets or divide a set to increase the inner group similarity
and the dissimilarity between groups [11].
Clustering mechanism has been applied to several information visualization tools such as Vivisimo, and
Grokker. Käki and Aula [12] built up an information retrieval experiment to estimate the effect of clustering
mechanism, and reported that those who use clustering mechanism can retrieve information faster than those
who don’t by 40%. They also noticed that users expect fewer clusters rather than many sophisticated clusters.
And those who were familiar with clustering mechanism often use clustering results as queries later.
However, most of these tools focus on building a better static map for visualizing information, instead of
providing an adjustable and interactive interface for scaffolding the browsing process and needs.

2.2. Browsing strategies
The tool in our study aims to assist users in searching, browsing, and reading news. More specifically,
we designed an interface to “navigate” users’ news reading behaviors. Therefore, the tool should be able to
implement some navigation functions in traditional user interfaces or web browsers. In Carledge and
Pitkow’s study [13] that investigated how users used the function of web browsers, they found in the system
log that, the high frequency functions included (from high to low frequency) clicking hyperlinks, clicking the
“backtrack” button, opening URLs, opening Hotlists, and forwarding. The frequency of clicking hyperlinks
and the backtrack button was up to 93% in users’ browsing behaviors. The most frequent browsing strategies
are “Leave as you’ve entered” and “Looping back,” both of which highlighted the importance of keeping
historical clicking and browsing paths. While hyperlink, a directed link, leads users to jump from the current
page to others even outside current sites, browsing path (or log), used to record the order of what a user has
clicked, can avoid users losing in hyperlink jumping. However, since the browsing process is often a one-
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way directed path, users can hardly jump back to the viewed pages. Therefore, all of the browsers provide
browsing paths allowing users to track back to what they have read.

3. System Designs
To demonstrate the functions of our tool, United Daily News and Chinatimes, two Taiwanese online
news sites, was crawled as the dataset, which included 793,522 documents from Jan 1st to Dec 31th in 2011.

3.1. Extracting key terms and building associations
To achieve this goal, we adopted Tseng, et al.’s method [6], which includes a series of process composed
of stemming, term extracting, filtering, and association building. In this method, keywords were not
extracted with language-dependent natural language processing, but a statistical algorithm, in which high
frequency and successive words were merged together. The news documents were divided into two separate
sets in advance to form stop word list and filter out the functional words. Regarding the process of building
associations between two terms, Tseng, et al. suggested a new measure for connecting terms [6]. However,
considering the purpose of navigation, we assumed that users may need to know the possible relations
between one key term and others even with only one co-occurrence. Therefore, we allowed users to decide
the threshold to broaden or narrow down the visibility of related terms.

3.2. Features of Interface
The main features of our tool are shown in Fig. 1. An online version is now available for testing
(http://goo.gl/Jm26U).
Time Scope Selector

Relation Filter

Layout Selector

Network viewer

Trend viewer

Navigation Path
Controller
Hit News

Fig. 1: An overview of the user interface. Right-sides are the other two graph drawing algorithm of network visualizers.

 Network viewer. Three network-based visualization layout algorithms were implemented, including
ring, force-directed, and Chameleon layouts (see Fig. 1). In all three layouts, the area of each node
(term) represents the amount of related hit news, while the thickness of a link (association) represents
the amount of discovered associations. Ring layout provides users an overview of the related terms
located with proper spacing on the edge of circle and the weight of associations between the query
and its related terms, making it easy for users to find the strongly-related terms. Unlike the ring layout,
force-directed layout locates each pair of terms with proper and reasonable distances but also avoids
link crossing. The weight of associations between each pair of terms determines the location of the
nodes and length of links between them. With the force-directed layout, users can not only discover
the strong-related terms and highly-condensed subgroup of terms but also browse the next term more
accurately and efficiently. The last algorithm, Chameleon [14], basing on agglomerative hierarchical
clustering method, focuses on allocating clusters with proper distances between them, rather than
allocating individual concepts directly as what force-directed layout does. In this case, users can see
clearer clusters than those in the force-directed method. Finally, when using any of the three layouts,
users can drag, click, and disable nodes.
 Navigation path controller (click path, navigate forward or backward, clicked node set). In our
interface, users can interact with the visualized network by dragging or clicking nodes (terms). If a
user clicks a related node t2 (for example, assuming t2 related to original t1), t2 will be expanded and
searched by “OR” operator—that is, “t1 OR t2” as the next query after the user clicks t2. All of the
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terms (whose weight of associations over the threshold) related to the 2nd query will be shown on
layouts. To record users’ browsing paths, the clicked terms and associations between them will be
highlighted by color and shape and moved to the graph center (for example, square node in Fig. 1).
With these featured designs, users can see what they clicked before, similar to the “historical log”
function of Web Browsers such as Google Chrome. Besides visualizing clicking path (or set), the tool
allows users to go backward by disabling the clicked nodes one by one. Once a clicked node is
disabled, all of its related nodes, except for those also related to other clicked nodes, will be filtered
out (Step II and III in Fig.2).
 Filtering component. We calculated the co-occurrence times of terms in sentences as weight of the
association between each pair of nodes. The filtering model controls how many related terms and
links will be displayed in the graph. Users can either broaden or narrow down the related terms with
this option.
 Time-related features viewer. Users can use the period selector to focus on their interested events if
they know when events occur. Moreover, the trend viewer right-below the network viewer displays
the development of a certain event.

4. Case Study Results
We conducted a user study recruiting 10 university students in northern Taiwan to evaluate the usability,
pros and cons of our tool. When the participants entered the system, they saw a brief introduction to the
features and purposes of our tool. Immediately, they were led to a short personal background survey with
items such as “Have you ever watched online news?” and “How often do you visit online news sites?” Then
they were asked to browse news with our tool for at least 10 minutes. We used a free screen streaming
software CamStudio to record their browsing process. Finally, they were interviewed and asked to share how
they feel about our tool and what they discover through adjustable and interactive network layouts.
Fig. 2 shows the real browsing process of how a participant interacted with our interface. The participant
accepted our suggestion and made the first query “flu” in Chinese. Then he clicked a related term of flu, that
is, the name of the Director of Taiwanese Department of Health in 2011. However, he seemed uninterested
in the term, so he disabled it. Afterwards, he clicked two terms in the successive two steps, filtered out the
low-related terms, and finally changed the layout into Chameleon. After these operations, he started to read
the related news in the right column as shown in Fig. 1. When we asked what he discovered, he said “I have
never known that we are now suffering so many infectious diseases threatening our daily life.”
According to the interview results, both the network layouts and navigation path controller received
positive and negative feedback. Although many participants noticed that the clustering layout can summarize
related terms and news, none of them mentioned how selectable layouts may help them read news in
different views. Considering the interactive nodes of navigation path controller, some of the participants
recognized disabling unwanted clicked nodes as a good feature, which provides them convenience to look
back what they searched before. However, this feature to some extent confused parts of the participants.
Besides, according to the recorded movie clips, none of the participant has used the time-range features, so
they never discussed about it. One of the participants mentioned that the displaying logic of related terms in
our tool is different from that of other search engines or user interfaces that were familiar to him.

flu

Taiwan CDC and hospitals
I. Click a node (expand)

II. Disable the previous click
(reduce)

III. Click the node “flu
vaccine” (expand)

IV. Click the node “disease
outbreak” (expand)

VI. Filter out the lowrelated terms (filter)

Fig. 2: A participant’s successive six steps of operation.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
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VII. Change to Chameleon
layout (layout)

In conclusion, the computing power of current PCs and speed of network not only have raised the need
of visualization tools but also benefited the development of visualization tools. When users consume large
amount of data, visualization tools can lower down the threshold of information access and reduce the
problem space in human daily information seeking and encountering. With the ultimate goal of navigating
users to consume daily news in this paper, we designed news visualizers composed of several features such
as interactive browsing paths and selectable network layouts, both of which provide users chances to
encounter news unintentionally or find suitable related terms for their own purposes. The feedback of using
the tool from our participants was both positive and negative. Most of them noticed that the designed
features, especially the adjustable network layouts and interactive browsing path, can help them to encounter
related news and improve the scope of related terms. Nevertheless, some of the participants also indicated
that the tool contains too many functions that may confuse them, so several of them even preferred not to use
such complex functions. While the current user study is preliminary, it is suggested that future research apply
the ideas of our tool to specific domains, such as health news for normal people or technology news for
students in college of science.
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